Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a syndrome defined as a cognitive decline, which may affect daily activities. The amnesic subtype of MCI has a high risk of progression to Alzheimer's disease and could lead to a prodromal stage of this disorder^[@CR1]^. Alzheimer's disease assessment scale-cognitive (ADAS-cog) subscale measures the progression of MCI in 11 relevant fields, namely spoken language ability, comprehension of spoken language, recall of test instructions, word-finding difficulty, following commands, naming, constructions, ideational praxis, orientation, word recall, and word recognition. Detailed information on ADAS-cog subscale can be found in Rosen *et al*.^[@CR2]^.

Institute of Clinical Pharmacology at Xiyuan Hospital conducted a phase III randomized clinical trial to evaluate the efficacy of a traditional Chinese prescription on MCI. The double blinded randomized clinical trial was conducted in eight qualified medical centres across China with 216 patients allocated to the treatment arm and 108 retained as control. Two patients dropped out from each arm, resulting in 320 complete observations in the final dataset. Data on the difference between final ADAS-cog score and baseline scores (ADASFA) were recorded for the efficacy study. Previous literatures have used ADASFA in efficacy evaluation of MCI or Alzheimer's disease^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. The most intuitive idea is to test whether the treatment and control means are equal. However, Morgan and Rubin^[@CR5]^ argued that the baseline equivalence is not guaranteed although the allocation is randomized. Imbalance in baseline covariates could confound the statistical test when comparing ADASFA between the two arms. Ten variables, specifically age, height, weight, gender, education, ethnicity, occupation, centre, drug (whether the patient took a drug for MCI in the past three months), and ADAS1 (the baseline record of ADAS-cog^[@CR6]^), were recorded as potential covariates. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows descriptive statistics of these variables. The explorative covariance analysis presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} indicates that the variable of centre and ADAS1 may confound the efficacy evaluation of ADASFA. This implies that a linear regression model should be involved rather than using a simple statistical test in this study, that is,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y={\beta }_{0}+{\beta }_{1}{x}_{1}+{\beta }_{2}{x}_{2}+\cdots +{\beta }_{p}{x}_{p}+\varepsilon $$\end{document}$$where *p* is the number of covariates. We denote a binary variable *x*~*j*~ = 1 to represent the treatment arm and *x*~*j*~ = 0 for the control arm. The efficacy can be evaluated by the corresponding coefficient *β*~*j*~ ^[@CR7]^. Ordinary least squares (OLS) is a general parameter estimation method for simple linear regression which performs as the best linear unbiased estimation when assuming independent identical normally distributed errors:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon |x \sim N(0,{\sigma }^{2}).$$\end{document}$$Table 1Descriptive statistics of variables.DiscreteCategoriesSample sizeContinuousMean ± SDMedianTreatment armControl armTreatment armControl armTreatment armControl armgendermale8846age62.75 ± 7.9063.77 ± 8.2862.0062.50female12660height (cm)163.80 ± 7.27164.43 ± 7.45163.00163.00educationprimary4026weight (kg)64.34 ± 9.2365.09 ± 9.4665.0065.00middle and above17480ADAS114.83 ± 6.4015.11 ± 6.1213.8514.85ethnicityHan206105**ADASFA3.99** ± **4.114.13** ± **3.923.674.00**Non-Han81occupationPhysical5531Mental15975drugwithout15571with5935centrecentre12310centre284centre33216centre42412centre52412centre64824centre72412centre83116**Total214106**Table 2An example of covariance analysis.Degrees of freedomSum of squaresMean squareF-valueP-valuegroup13.433.430.310.58centre7375.7353.684.80\<0.001group\*centre7104.4114.921.330.234ADAS111439.671439.67128.79\<0.001error3033387.0011.18Corrected total3195204.11

However, the QQ plot in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows that the MCI dataset may not follow a normal distribution and a Shapiro-Wilk test (W=0.9283, p-value = 2.799e-11) also suggests a similar result. The contaminated non-normal part may come from either measurement error or mixed distribution^[@CR8]^, which is commonly presented in medical studies^[@CR9],[@CR10]^. This could lead to inefficient efficacy estimation by using OLS since the contaminated part is not addressed^[@CR11]^. A more robust estimation method in linear regression is, therefore, required in such studies.Figure 1QQ plot of residuals in the MCI study using OLS.

Many robust methods have been discussed in literatures. Bao^[@CR12]^ developed a rank-based estimate in linear regression. Wang *et al*.^[@CR13]^ proposed an robust estimation via least absolute deviation while Wang *et al*.^[@CR14]^ introduced an exponential squared loss (ESL) to select variables robustly. Since the breakdown point of ESL is almost 50%, we adopt it in the MCI efficacy evaluation study. Numerical studies show that the proposed method can achieve a more accurate estimation with a large proportion of contamination in the dataset. Additionally, the estimations are consistent with OLS when contamination proportions are relatively low. Therefore, it can be used as a complementary efficacy evaluation method in real-world clinical studies regardless of the presence or lack of contaminations.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Model {#Sec3}
-----

Suppose there are *n* subjects, denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\{({x}_{i},{y}_{i})\}}_{i=1}^{n}$$\end{document}$ where *y*~*i*~ is the outcome and *x*~*i*~ = (*x*~*i*1~, ..., *x*~*ip*~)^*T*^ is a *p*-dimensional vector of covariates. A linear regression model is,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${y}_{i}={x}_{i}^{T}\beta +{\varepsilon }_{i},i=1,2,\,\cdots ,\,n$$\end{document}$$where *β* is a *p*-dimensional vector of unknown parameters while *ε*~*i*~ is independent and identically distributed with some unknown distribution satisfying *E*(*ε*~*i*~) = 0 and *ε*~*i*~ ╨ *x*~*i*~.

The ESL function has been used in AdaBoost for classification problems with success^[@CR15]^. Wang *et al*.^[@CR14]^ expanded the use of the ESL function for robust variables selection. We now use it to estimate parameters in linear regression without sparsity. The ESL function is defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\rm{\Phi }}}_{\gamma }(t)=1-\exp (-\,\frac{{t}^{2}}{\gamma }),$$\end{document}$$which is a function of *t*, and *γ*, where the latter is a tuning parameter. To estimate model parameters (*β*), the objective function of ESL is to maximize,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${l}_{n}(\beta )=\sum _{i=1}^{n}\,\exp (-\,\frac{{({y}_{i}-{x}_{i}^{T}\beta )}^{2}}{\gamma }).$$\end{document}$$

The tuning parameter *γ* controls the degree of robustness of the estimator. With a relatively large *γ*, the proposed estimator gets close to the OLS estimator while a smaller *γ* leads to a limited influence of contaminations on the estimator. Since the tuning parameter *γ* controls the degree of robustness and efficiency of the estimator, a data-driven procedure that yields both high robustness and high efficiency simultaneously is used to select an appropriate *γ*. The entire calculation process in terms of ESL borrows from the idea proposed in Wang *et al*.^[@CR14]^:**Find the pseudo outlier set of the sample**. Let *D*~*n*~ = {(*x*~1~, *y*~1~), ..., (*x*~*n*~, *y*~*n*~)}. Then, calculate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${S}_{n}=1.4826\times {{\rm{median}}}_{i}|{r}_{i}({\hat{\beta }}_{n})-{{\rm{median}}}_{j}({r}_{j}({\hat{\beta }}_{n}))|$$\end{document}$. Take the pseudo outlier set as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${D}_{m}=\{({x}_{i},{y}_{i}):{r}_{i}({\hat{\beta }}_{n})\ge 2.5{S}_{n}\}$$\end{document}$, where *m* is the cardinality of *D*~*m*~ set and *D*~*n*−*m*~ = *D*~*n*~/*D*~*m*~.**Update the tuning parameter** ***γ***. Let *γ* be the minimiser of det $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\hat{V}(\gamma ))$$\end{document}$ in the set *G* = {*γ*:*ζ*(*γ*) ∈ (0, 1\]}, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat{{\boldsymbol{\beta }}}}_{{\boldsymbol{n}}}$$\end{document}$. After selecting *γ* in step 2, update $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat{\beta }}_{n}$$\end{document}$ by maximizing (1).
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                \begin{document}$${\tilde{\beta }}_{n}$$\end{document}$ as the initial estimator. The algorithm is an iterative procedure as shown above. To attain high efficiency, we choose the tuning parameter *γ* by minimizing the determinant of asymptotic covariance matrix as in Step 2. Since the calculation of det $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\tilde{\beta }}_{n}$$\end{document}$ in Step 3 and repeat the algorithm until the convergence condition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Vert {\hat{\beta }}_{n}^{old}-{\hat{\beta }}_{n}^{new}\Vert  < {10}^{-2}$$\end{document}$ is satisfied.

Simulations {#Sec4}
-----------

In order to verify the performance of the introduced method, we conduct numerical studies to compare bias and mean squared errors (MSE) of the estimators of our algorithm (ESL) versus those from the ordinary least squares (OLS).
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                \begin{document}$${\{({x}_{i},{y}_{i})\}}_{i=1}^{n}$$\end{document}$ as follows, where *x*~*i*~ = (*x*~*i*1~, *x*~*i*2~, ..., *x*~*ip*~)^*T*^, *i* = 1, 2, ..., *n* with *p* = 7 and *n* = 300. The first six covariates are continuous, that is, *x*~*ij*~ \~ *N*(0, 1) for *j* = 1, 2, ..., 6 and *x*~*i*7~ is categorical, selected from {1, 2, ..., 4}. Convert *x*~*i*7~ into three binary variables, denoted as *z*~*i*1~, *z*~*i*2~, *z*~*i*3~ where *z*~*ij*~ represents whether *x*~*i*7~ belongs to the *j*-th category and *z*~*i*1~ = *z*~*i*2~ = *z*~*i*3~ = 0 means *x*~*i*7~ belongs to the last category. Thus, we have *x*~*i*~ = (*x*~*i*1~, *x*~*i*2~, ..., *x*~*i*6~, *z*~*i*1~, *z*~*i*2~, *z*~*i*3~)^*T*^. Let *β* = (*β*~0~, *β*~1~, ..., *β*~9~)^*T*^ where *β* = (1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8)^*T*^. The error term of contamination (outlier) follows *t*(1) distribution, and the error term of non-outlier follows standard normal distribution, *N*(0, 1). The proportion of contamination considered is 10%, 20% and 30%, respectively. For each proportion of contamination, the average mean, bias, standard deviation (SD), and MSE of ESL and OLS over 100 replications is reported in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Average results over 100 replications of ESL and OLS for 10%, 20%, and 30% contamination proportions, respectively.Contamination Proportion (%)~*β*~ESLOLSMeanBiasSDMSEMeanBiasSDMSE101.0001.0050.0050.1200.0141.0000.0001.1991.4241.2001.2000.0000.0590.0030.757−0.4434.71722.2251.4001.388−0.0120.0670.0051.206−0.1940.9830.9941.6001.6080.0080.0620.0041.111−0.4894.94024.4041.8001.788−0.0120.0630.0042.2830.4834.94424.4302.0002.0000.0000.0670.0041.797−0.2032.4515.9892.2002.2000.0000.0730.0052.5760.3763.42311.7392.4002.4130.0130.1960.0382.5330.1332.6356.8932.6002.6130.0130.1720.0292.209−0.3912.8488.1832.8002.761−0.0390.1660.0294.0401.24012.925166.923201.0000.998−0.0020.1190.0140.952−0.0481.1801.3801.2001.2060.0060.0570.0031.8240.6246.96248.3751.4001.399−0.0010.0610.0042.0940.6944.17817.7631.6001.594−0.0060.0520.0031.389−0.2114.04416.2351.8001.8000.0000.0720.0053.1461.3469.64193.8372.0002.0010.0010.0580.0032.8020.8029.55491.0022.2002.2150.0150.0640.0041.144−1.05612.393153.1572.4002.388−0.0120.1900.0362.7680.3684.62221.2822.6002.6210.0210.1690.029−0.159−2.75936.2001304.9682.8002.783−0.0170.1570.0252.750−0.0502.8297.927301.0001.001−0.1990.1530.0900.490−0.7104.58921.5181.2001.210−0.5900.0710.3804.6372.83741.9191759.3961.4001.394−1.0060.0721.0440.477−1.92311.368132.5341.6001.608−0.0590.0710.6642.4160.7499.55591.8501.8001.8050.2050.0770.0742.1290.5293.35911.5522.0001.996−0.2040.0730.074−0.272−2.47225.998679.8012.2002.2010.0670.0750.6625.2543.12139.1041536.5062.4002.3890.9890.2041.047−6.055−7.455106.66611395.2732.6002.6070.6070.2210.4443.6121.6125.67334.7002.8002.8080.2080.2150.1165.4592.85917.469312.362

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} show error bars of ESL and OLS with three proportions of contaminations, where the triangular points represent true values of parameters, the circles points represent means of estimator means,s and vertical lines mean represent standard deviations. 'true*j*', 'esl*j*', and 'ols*j*' refer to the corresponding parameter j for true value, ELS, and OLS estimations. It can be seen that the widths of error bars using ESL are significantly considerably shorter than those using OLS, which implies that the standard deviation of the ESL estimator in ESL is much smaller than that in of OLS, and our method is more robust.Figure 2Error bars of ESL and OLS with 10% contamination.Figure 3Error bars of ESL and OLS with 20% contamination.Figure 4Error bars of ESL and OLS with 30% contamination.

Results {#Sec5}
=======

In the MCI study, the linear regression model is conducted as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{rcl}ADASFA & = & {\beta }_{1}age+{\beta }_{2}bmi+{\beta }_{3}ADAS1+{\beta }_{5}centre2+{\beta }_{6}centre3\\  &  & +\,{\beta }_{7}centre4+{\beta }_{8}centre5+{\beta }_{9}centre6+{\beta }_{10}centre7+{\beta }_{11}group\\  &  & +\,{\beta }_{12}gender+{\beta }_{13}education+{\beta }_{14}occupation+{\beta }_{15}drug+\varepsilon \end{array}$$\end{document}$$

We include these variables in the model based on our clinical experience and existing literatures. In addition, we transform weight and height into a new variable BMI, since there are discussions on whether BMI has an effect on MCI. We exclude ethnicity and marital status from our model mainly because these two variables are extremely unbalanced between the treatment and control arms, and also due to the fact that almost no literature suggests that these two variables have an effect on MCI. Since 11 out of 16 variables are categorical variables, we do not consider interaction effects. The by-centre descriptive analysis is presented in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 4Continuous variable descriptive statistics.CentreContinuousTreatmentControlTreatmentControlMeanSdMeanSdMedianMedian1age56.397.4858.908.3753.0058.00bmi23.571.6723.441.7223.9223.13ADAS112.364.9912.036.9113.0012.70ADASCHA2.602.002.182.112.402.002age66.007.6066.758.3067.5067.50bmi23.821.3322.713.6223.8422.70ADAS18.083.788.253.527.308.00ADASCHA2.633.194.683.302.555.003age64.256.4162.637.3964.0061.00bmi24.002.6024.292.4724.2423.94ADAS117.705.5718.535.6317.0019.15ADASCHA5.683.454.864.164.874.554age64.887.9264.509.0266.5063.50bmi24.682.5324.852.6624.9724.37ADAS120.716.4921.115.7619.6520.85ADASCHA4.223.316.556.124.145.555age65.719.0760.756.7766.0059.50bmi24.162.5025.642.6224.4926.02ADAS118.395.5217.915.1319.3319.35ADASCHA4.533.634.911.434.375.056age64.637.5567.836.5566.0069.00bmi24.553.2723.843.0924.5723.80ADAS110.554.7510.873.379.4010.30ADASCHA3.944.464.593.333.644.007age58.175.9557.424.8757.5056.00bmi22.691.9922.962.8022.9922.23ADAS115.695.8414.663.6014.8514.95ADASCHA3.216.692.785.064.703.808age61.816.9667.639.5460.0070.50bmi23.453.4823.773.5922.6623.14ADAS114.095.0715.415.7715.3014.55ADASCHA3.673.492.412.702.601.45Table 5Discrete variable descriptive statistics.CentreGroupGenderEducationEthnicityOccupationDrugMaleFemalePrimaryMiddle and aboveHanNon-hanPhysicalMentalWithoutWith1Treatment815419230716221Control373710037912Treatment2617801744Control40134004043Treatment11212303203292210Control79313160214124\[0\]\*4Treatment159618231915186Control664812057935Treatment10143212317171410Control3921012039936Treatment222693943516323018Control13111014231101413117Treatment816519231321222Control48012120391028Treatment12191021310922238Control61031316051197

Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows the parameter estimations using ESL and OLS. The empirical 95% confidence interval is calculated by the bootstrap approach. When the bootstrap confidence interval does not include 0, it indicates that the corresponding covariate has a significant effect on the primary outcome. Note that there are some differences between the ESL and OLS estimations. For example, the effects of centre5 and centre8 on ADASFA are opposite. Given the non-normal residuals, the ESL estimators are more accurate. From the results, we can conclude thatADAS1 and centre 6 have significant influences on ADASFA since their bootstrap confidence intervals do not contain 0. From the medical view, higher ADAS1 means patients are in worse health situation, which can have a positive effect on ADASFA.ESL and OLS both show that ADAS1 has a positive effect on decreasing ADAS-cog. For age, ESL shows that age has no effect on decreasing ADAS-cog because its bootstrap confidence interval contains 0 while OLS shows that age has a negative effect on decreasing ADAS-cog. From a medical viewpoint^[@CR17]^, it is verified that 'age' has a significant effect on MCI. Prior work has demonstrated that rates of dementia increase exponentially with age^[@CR18],[@CR19]^. However, the significant effect of age on MCI does not mean that it also influences the treatment effect.The ESL group coefficient is −0.141 and its bootstrap confidence interval contains 0. This result makes sense because this project is a non-inferiority trial and the treatment group was not worse than the control group.The ESL shows that centres 3, 6, and 7 have significant effects on the outcome. However, OLS shows that centres 3 and 7 have no significant impact but centre 6 has a significant effect on the outcome. According to Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, the average ADAS1 of centre 6 is much lower than that of centres 3 and 7, which implies that patients in centres 3 and 7 are in worse conditions. Moreover, patients in different centres may have different non-compliance levels, which may also contribute to the result that some centres have significant effects on the outcome while others do not.Since we have shown that the data is not normally distributed, we can have greater confidence in the ESL results.Table 6Estimation results in MCI study using ESL and OLS.VariablesESLOLSEstimate95% CIEstimate95% CIintercept0.241(−4.412, 4.203)−0.127(−4.961, 4.554)age−0.05(−0.098, 0.01)−0.055(−0.108, −0.003)bmi0.072(−0.088, 0.22)0.023(−0.112, 0.158)ADAS10.31(0.221, 0.398)0.434(0.361, 0.508)center21.82(−0.331, 5.253)3.011(0.683, 5.336)cente31.428(0.127, 2.683)0.725(−0.848, 2.299)center4−0.524(−2.192, 1.106)−0.988(−2.711, 0.733)center50.553(−0.604, 1.571)−0.151(−1.828, 1.526)center62.396(1.457, 3.308)2.733(1.263, 4.201)center71.474(0.451, 2.514)−0.71(−2.303, 0.889)center8−0.001(−1.284, 1.407)0.158(−1.372, 1.688)group(treatment = 1)−0.141(−0.8, 0.567)−0.096(−1.553, −0.022)gender(female = 1)−0.565(−1.19, 0.275)−0.786(−0.118, 1.947)education(midlle and above = 1)0.383(−0.441, 1.285)0.921(−1.275, 0.589)occupation(mental = 1)−0.245(−0.991, 0.456)−0.341(−0.812, 0.892)drug(with = 1)−0.08(−1.197, 0.912)0.035(−1.197, 0.912)

Conclusion {#Sec6}
==========

In this paper, we discuss a method to evaluate efficacy in a randomized control MCI study. As many covariates may influence the outcome, a linear regression model is considered rather than comparing group means using t test or ANOVA. An exponential squared loss function, which is superior to OLS when dealing with non-normal residuals, is introduced in this study. Simulation results show that the ESL model yields more efficient estimation than OLS in non-normal data. The proposed method is also robust in the case of data with outliers. These advantages of the ESL model become more noticeable when the contamination percentage increases. The proposed method does not require the normal distribution assumption, offering new insight in the efficacy evaluation for practical researchers.
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